Active Voice to Passive Voice

Change each sentence in the simple future tense into passive.

Example: We will buy two angelfish tomorrow.

Two angelfish will be bought by us tomorrow.

1) He will write the exam in the afternoon.

__________________________________________

2) They will paint our house this weekend.

__________________________________________

3) Evelyne will host a party today.

__________________________________________

4) Mr. Philip's show will inspire students.

__________________________________________

5) Rebecca will love this hiking experience.

__________________________________________

6) Ava will buy a new handbag.

__________________________________________

7) The company will launch a new range of mobile phones in September.

__________________________________________

8) Gregg's recycling project will benefit the community.

__________________________________________
Active Voice to Passive Voice

Change each sentence in the simple future tense into passive.

**Example:** We will buy two angelfish tomorrow.

Two angelfish will be bought by us tomorrow.

1) He will write the exam in the afternoon.

The exam will be written by him in the afternoon.

2) They will paint our house this weekend.

Our house will be painted this weekend.

3) Evelyne will host a party today.

A party will be hosted by Evelyn today.

4) Mr. Philip's show will inspire students.

Students will be inspired by Mr. Philip's show.

5) Rebecca will love this hiking experience.

This hiking experience will be loved by Rebecca.

6) Ava will buy a new handbag.

A new handbag will be bought by Ava.

7) The company will launch a new range of mobile phones in September.

A new range of mobile phones will be launched by the company in September.

8) Gregg’s recycling project will benefit the community.

The community will be benefited by Gregg’s recycling project.